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1. Introduction 

It’s very usual to store data in XML [23]. XML is commonly supported by software, easy to read even by 

human and easy to exchange between information systems. So, there are many good reasons why XML 

is being used. 

XML, respectively Extensible Markup Language, is a set of the rules used to encode a document to a 

machine-readable form. Those rules specify an exact structure of the document. The structure is based 

on three types of nodes of an XML tree – element, attribute of an element and text node. All elements 

and attributes have their names. 

Text nodes and attributes have a text value. It can be restricted by a pattern or using some other 

method. Also there can be told which element can be placed inside a given parent element. This set of 

restrictions is usually described by an XML schema. It can be expressed with an XML schema language, 

e.g. XSD, DTD1, SOX2, and others… 

This thesis uses the XML schema (XSD [24]) as the main source for the extraction of the structure of an 

XML document. XML Schema has been chosen because it is highly supported by development 

environments and other applications. 

It may happen to user that he wants to connect his system with another system (system integration) or 

change the structure of his current XML structure. When this happens, the mapping needs to be created 

– mapping from the user’s (old) structure to another system’s (new) structure.  

Use case: there are two information systems for some agenda – for example justice. The courts want to 

exchange their documents. The documents contain very similar content, but the structure can differs. So 

the solution that supports the document exchange is to create a mapping from the first structure to the 

second. Eventually, create mapping for both directions. 

XML Mapping is a function that transforms one instance of an XML schema to an instance of another 

XML. The mapping takes a set of XML nodes from the source XML file, transforms it and creates a 

destination XML file containing the transformed set of XML nodes from the source XML file. 

XML Mapping is usually being created based on the structure of an XML document. Thus, the mapping 

can be reused for all XML instances described by the given structure. 

                                                           
1
 DTD - Document Type Definition (DTD) is a set of markup declarations that define a document type for SGML-

family markup languages (SGML, XML, HTML) 
2
 SOX - Schema for Object-Oriented XML, or SOX, is an XML schema language developed by Commerce One 
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XML Mapping can be expressed in XSLT [21]. The result of the mapping process can be XSLT - Extensible 

Stylesheet Language Transformation. XSLT is a set of the instructions how to process one XML document 

producing some output. The output can be plain text, another XML document, PDF… Thesis will consider 

only XML-to-XML transformations. 

The creation of the XML Mapping requires deep knowledge about XML structures (source and 

destination). As had been said the XML Mapping is usually created during information system integration 

and many actors (users) should involve the process. Therefore, it would be useful to create an 

application that allows concurrent editing by multiple users. There are many applications supporting 

collaborative user interaction. Actually the applications must resolve concurrency and conflicts.  

1.1. The Aim of Thesis 

- Create a tool for the creation of a mapping from one XML schema document to another XML 

schema document 

- Export the mapping as an XSLT 

- Support user collaboration during the mapping creation 

- Support version control for the particular mappings 

- Implement on the base of Google Wave [8] and GWT Framework [15] 
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2. Related Work 

This chapter shows existing software and algorithms that cover some parts of the collaborative support 

and XML Mapping. There is no other project that would provide the same functionality which is the aim 

of this thesis. However, several projects exist implementing some parts in a specific way. The thesis has 

two main parts – collaborative editor and XML mapper. Both parts have already some implementations. 

Chapter 2.1 describes techniques how to support collaborative interaction of the users. The existing XML 

Mapping software can be found in chapter 2.2. The last sub-chapter 2.3 evaluates current techniques for 

automatic XML Mapping. 

2.1. Collaborative Software 

With the growing popularity of Internet as a medium for cooperation among team members, there is 

naturally a growing demand of advanced editors which support such cooperation. Almost all Internet 

applications are moving to World Wide Web. There are no problems with firewalls, the safety is also 

better. In the time of Web 2.0, the Internet applications and, mainly, web applications are getting more 

and more sophisticated, as the web browsers allow it. It started with support of displaying simply 

formatted text – HTML. The content was composed just from text, hyperlinks and basic text formatting – 

fonts, colors, eventually images. As the computer performance and connection bandwidth rose up, it 

allowed enhancing HTML into the current form. HTML5 currently contains JavaScript, Flash animations or 

applications, embedded videos, and other most recent features like geo-location, offline mode, and 

other new functionality from HTML5 [7]. 

This evolution allows creating web applications which provide functionality and user experience usual for 

classical desktop applications. However, this brings a problem of sharing resources among users working 

with the same application. Users want to read and edit same documents, cooperate during the 

development, etc. But as the resources are being shared the concurrency problems occur. When two 

users (or other actors, web services …) edit one resource, the conflicts must be solved. There are several 

solutions. Four of them have been chosen for the comparison: 

- Lock model 

- Three-way merge 

- Differential synchronization 

- Operational transformation 
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The collaborative application should have following attributes, so it can support multi user cooperation 

without single user limitations: 

- No resource locking 

o Users should be able to edit all resources independently and should not block other 

users or other resources 

- No conflict to resolve 

o The underlying system should resolve conflict situations automatically, so the users 

mustn’t bother with their resolution 

- Immediately editing 

o Users should not be limited with the Internet connection latency 

- Overview about activity of other actors  

o Users should see what other users do 

- Communication support 

o Users should be able to communicate with other users using chat/video conference or 

other kinds of communication 

2.1.1. Lock Model 

Lock model moves the conflict solving problem to the earlier phase of the editing. The edited object 

must be exclusively locked before it can be edited. No-one else can modify the object during holding the 

lock.  

Someone else can acquire the lock only after the lock has been released. It is more complicated, when 

user wants to modify objects relationship, the whole relationship structure must be locked. In that case 

the whole relationship structure must be locked. During this lock, as it has been said, no one can modify 

the state. The collaboration is very limited then.  

Time critical applications use this model. For example, databases use table or row locks during updates 

or operating systems offer locks as the synchronization primitives for threads and for processes. 

SLiM [2] uses this model. The application provides functionality for collaborative UML [28] design. Figure 

2-1 Synchronous Lightweight Modeling shows the editor of the SLiM. User can see the UML diagram; 

locked entities are decorated with a lock sign. User chat is in the bottom part. 

Application specific features: 

- HTML5, SVG, VML, Web application implemented upon Tomcat [25] 

- Comet [4] for server initiated updates inside client 

o Client always must initiate the communication when HTTP [27] protocol is used 
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o Comet allows that the server can “start” the communication, technically, there is an 

open HTTP connection that is being closed when server wants to start the 

communication  

- User chat 

 

Figure 2-1 Synchronous Lightweight Modeling 

Feasibility of the method: 

 User can see the changes of the model in the “real time” 

 User does not have to resolve any conflicts 

 Data model can be hierarchically structured 

ǃ User must lock the entity before he can edit it 

2.1.2. Three-way Merge 

This model [16] enables users to edit document as they want, they have their own local copy – version of 

the document.  The diff and merge process is performed on all new versions and original document after 

the finish of the editing. The merge can lead to appropriate conflicts that must someone resolve. 
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Figure 2-2 Three-way Merge Process 

Figure 2-2 demonstrates the core flow of the document versions. The model supposes one original 

document and N new versions of the original document from M users. The comparison of each new 

version with the original document is performed then. When there are only non-conflict changes, the 

versions are merged into a new document. The document is distributed back to the users.  

The diff method recognizes differences between the original and edited text document and produces the 

ordered set of three base entities (insert, remove, and update). The longest common subsequence 

algorithm is usually used for the diff. The application of the set of these entities to the original document 

produces text of the edited document. The application is called patch. 

    (    )  (       )  

     (      (    ))     

A … original text document 

A’ … edited text document 

Ei … ith editing entity 

n … number of entities needed for patch method 

The entities are: 

- Insert(position, text) 

o Insert means to insert a text into the original document to the specific position 

- Remove(position, length) 

o Remove means to remove a specific substring from the original document specified by 

the start index and length of the removing text. 

Original Document 

Three-way Merge 

User A User B 

Final Document 
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- Update(position, length, text) 

o Update means to replace a specific substring in the original specified by the start index 

and length of the new text.  

The conflict means that the result of the merge depends on the order of the application of the patch 

method. A user must explicitly resolve the conflicts, when they occur. He must say the resolution – that 

means, he must decide which updates stay and which updates discard, or he creates new updates. The 

editing is being blocked during the resolving. 

Version control systems usually use the three-way merge.  

For example: version control systems provide functionality for development team cooperation. Few 

developers edit same source file and later on, they must resolve final content of the source file. The 

version control system recognizes appropriate conflicts using the three-way merge. If there are no 

conflicts, the process is done; otherwise some developer (usually the last) must resolve the conflicts by 

hand. 

Feasibility of the method: 

 Method is lock-free 

ǃ User must wait till merge to see the final document 

ǃ Some user must provide conflict resolution 

ǃ Data model must be text 

2.1.3. Differential Synchronization 

Differential synchronization [5] is a symmetrical algorithm employing an unending cycle of background 

difference (diff) and patch operations (diff and patch methods are the same as were described in 

previous chapter 2.1.2). Symmetrical means both the client and the server do the same diff and patch 

operations. The idea is to have two versions of document on the client side – one is currently edited and 

second is last server side document version. The difference between those two versions is being sent to 

the server after each user edit. The server performs the patch method to its shadow copy and server 

copy then. The patch operation is a trivial application of the arriving edits to the document. 

Server has three versions – current document version, shadow copy and backup copy. The shadow copy 

and the backup copy are different for each client. 

Figure 2-3 shows the communication protocol for the server and one client. Similar diagram is for the 

other clients. The server shares only one part (the “Server text”) for all clients. 
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When the difference edit (originated by some user) arrives to the server, the server patches the user’s 

shadow copy and current document version. Then the difference is processed between the server 

shadow copy and current document version (because some other user could change the document 

meanwhile). The difference is being sent back to the client and the server writes the result to the server 

shadow copy.  

Furthermore, as it can be seen on the Figure 2-3, each version has its identification – n and/or m, that 

can help recognize against which version the edits must be patched. For example: when the edits packet 

has been lost because of the internet packet loss, client resends the edits next time and server must use 

the backup copy for the patch, because the server shadow copy can already contains new edits from 

another user. 

 

Figure 2-3 Differential synchronization communication diagram 

The clients invoke all actions; there is no push from the server. Therefore the clients must repeatedly 

query the server for any update from other clients. Technically, the client sends empty edit to the server 

that causes sending new edits from the server to the client. 

Eventual conflicts during the patching must be solved too, resolution can be optimistic, by the best effort 

or by the user (the server sends no diff but “question for conflict resolution” to the user in this case). 
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Figure 2-4 MobWrite - collaborative code editor 

MobWrite [6], Figure 2-4, is a minimalistic collaborative code editor. The editor highlights source code 

keywords; a user can edit only text itself, no further editable formatting. MobWrite uses differential 

synchronization for the collaborative support. 

Feasibility of the method:  

 Method is lock-free 

 Users see almost immediately the final document (each few second is refreshed) 

ǃ Data model must be plain text 

ǃ There is no support for recognition of the author of the edit 

2.1.4. Operational Transformation (OT) 

The idea [17] is not to store state as a single document (object, or anything else), but to have a sequence 

of operations (edits) that lead to the given state. It makes several problems easy to solve. There are no 

locks, no conflicts, it is optimistic based algorithm.  
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The algorithm assumes: 

- The state space is linearly addressable 

- Predetermined set of the operations 

The description of the algorithm assumes that the state is an instance of plain text document (no 

formatting) and user can perform only few types of operations. 

The basic building blocks of the operational transformation are operations themselves. An operation is 

an action which is performed on a state. This action is inserting or deleting characters. A single operation 

may actually perform several of these actions. Thus, an operation is actually made up of a sequence of 

components. All components must be positioned to the start of the document. 

Here is the list of the actions used in the description (in general, they depend on the application needs): 

- Insert — Inserts the specified sequence of characters at the specific position 
- Delete — Deletes the specified range of characters from the specific position 

Let’s assume there is a given state determined by following sequence of actions: 

1. Insert(0, ‘Hello’) 

2. Insert(5, ‘world’) 

3. Insert(5, ‘ ‘) 

4. Delete(6) 

5. Insert(6, ‘W’) 

When it evaluates, the state looks like: 

‘Hello World’ 

Operational transformation, at its core, is an optimistic concurrency control mechanism. It allows two 

editors to modify the same section of a document at the same time without conflict. Or rather, it 

provides a mechanism for sanely resolving those conflicts so that neither user intervention nor locking 

becomes necessary. 

This is actually a harder problem than it sounds. Imagine that there is a following state: 

1. Insert(0, ‘go’) 

And two editors, each creates one operation: 
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Operation A; Editor @ Operation B; Editor ß 

Insert(2, ‘ there’) Insert(2, ‘ and stop’) 

When the editors would firstly apply their own operation and then the operations from other editors, 

the result would not converge. If editor @ applies operation A firstly and then operation B, it would 

result in: 

- ‘go there and stop’ 

But editor ß would finish with: 

- ‘go and stop there’ 

Therefore, there must be the server side that somehow controls the order or the operation itself. 

Operational transformation introduces a transformation function, which must keep following invariant: 

         (   )  (     )                                        

In other words, it creates alternative operations that can be applied to the editor’s state and it results in 

one a convergent state in all editors. As it has been mentioned, the algorithm is optimistic, so it does not 

solve any race conditions. Server receives operations in some order, in which the operations will be 

applied. 

Sometimes, the operational transformation process can be visualized: 

 

It says there are two instances of editors, where one contains the operation A and second one the 

operation B. When they apply transformed operation, they finish in the correct consistent state. 

The transformation function would be for the above insert operation: 

A B 

B’ A‘ 
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Transform (A, B) { 
  If (A.position <= B.position) return (A, new (B.position + A.length, B.string)) 
  ElseIf (A.position > B.position) return (new (A.position + B.length, A.string), B) 
}  

Let us continue with the example; the editors would receive new state delta from the server: 

Editor @ Editor ß 

Operation B’ Operation A’ 

Whole state is now: 

Editor @ Editor ß 

Insert(0, ‘go’) 

Insert(2, ’ there’) 

Insert(8, ‘ and stop’) 

Insert(0, ‘go’) 

Insert(2, ‘ and stop’) 

Insert(2, ’ there’) 

The problem arise when two separated operations comes from one editor. Then the OT process must be 

executed twice and actually the server must store all operation as they have been received. 

 

Solution would be to version the state and store only the operations for the current version. But that 

means the editor must send version id in operation and also synchronize the versions. 

Feasibility of the method:  

 Method is lock-free 

A C 

A‘ 

B 

C‘ 
B‘ 
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 Users see almost immediately the final document 

 Conflicts resolves algorithm itself automatically 

ǃ Data model must be plain text 

ǃ Each edit operation must have transformation function 

ǃ Edit space grows exponentially  

2.1.5. Collaboration Algorithms Attributes Summary 

The collaboration algorithms comparison gives following summary table. It contains attributes that were 

defined for an ideal collaborative tool.  

Attributes No Lock No Conflict Immediately Editing Other User Activity 

Lock Mode □ ● □ ○ 

Three-way Merge ● □ ● □ 

Differential Synchronization ● ○ ● □ 

Operation Transformation ● ○ ● □ 

Table 1 Algorithms attributes summary; ● full support, ○ partial support, □ no support 

2.2. XML Mappings Software 

Actually, there are two available applications supporting the XML mapping – Altova MapForce and Stylus 

Studio. Both are large applications supporting mapping of many kinds of sources to an output. Source 

structure for mapping can be an XML file, but also XSD, Excel file of even a database schema. The output 

structure can be chosen from the same rich offer of file types or schemas. 

The result mainly represents XSLT or other formats, like Java or C# [29] code, or SQL queries [30]. 

None of that software supports collaborative editing. Applications are only local and only for a single 

user usage. 

Thesis focuses on the comparison of the support of the XML mapping.  

The XML Mapping solution should have following attributes: 

- Multi template 

o There are multiple templates for specific contexts 

o In XSLT terms: there are many templates matching specific XPath expressions [22] 

- Multi documents 

o The source structure can consists of many structure documents 

- Multi document types 
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o The source structure can be loaded from XSD, DTD, … 

- Templates calling 

o User can call specific templates during mapping evaluation 

- Custom variables 

o User can create state variable during the mapping evaluation and branches the mapping 

evaluation 

- Both-direction editing 

o User can edit both the generic representation of mapping and the result XSLT 

- Custom functions 

o User can call custom functions during mapping evaluation (e.x. Java functions) 

- Automatic mapping 

o Editor can offer automatic mapping from the source structure 

- Export to other languages (multi export) 

o The result mustn’t be only XSLT, but also Java or C# code 

2.2.1. Altova MapForce 

Altova MapForce [18] is intended to make easy to map data between any combination of XML, database, 

flat file, Excel 2007 [31], and/or Web service. Once mapped, it can transform the data immediately or it 

can generate code for the execution of recurrent conversions.  

The mapping design follows this scenario: 

- Firstly, a user inserts the source schemas and the output schemas 

o for each source/output is being created tree of its structure 

- then he creates appropriate mappings 

o Mapping means transformation function of an element in the source structure into an 

element in the output structure. Or mapping can be connected to another mapping, as 

its parameter. 

- Finally, a user can export the mapping as XSLT, or other formats – database query, java code, … 
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Figure 2-5 Altova MapForce 

A user can even create multi-step and multi-source mapping. It means, user can insert more 

input/output files and create mappings between each combination of those files. User can combine two 

input files into one output file. 

The structure (of the input/output file) is represented as a tree. Mapping is represented as a box with 

the inputs and outputs. User can connect the mappings or the elements of the structure. Connections 

represent the relationships between the connected elements. 

The mappings are inserted from library, which has variable content depending on the current set of 

inputs/outputs (XML, XSD, SQL schema) and transformation (XSLT, Java, C#, SQL). 

2.2.2. Stylus Studio 

Another XML Software is Stylus Studio [19]. This large integrated development environment has well-

known name around XML technologies. One of their functions is the XML mapping too. Basically, Stylus 
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Studio provides two-way editor for the XML mapping design. A user can edit graphically represented 

mappings or generated XSLT at the same time.  

 

Figure 2-6 Stylus Studio - XML Mapping 

In a contrast to Altova Mapforce, Stylus Studio supports full XSLT. User can define custom templates 

matching a given element. For each must tell which source element and destination element represent 

context of the template. The elements are evaluated relatively to the context. It allows user to create 

mapping of recursive structures easily.  

The design workflow is basically the same as in Altova MapForce. 
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2.2.3. XML Mapping Software Attributes Summary 

Following Table 2 XML Mapping Software Attributes Summary provides comparison of the XML Mapping 

software. 

Feature Altova Mapforce Stylus Studio 

XSLT 1.0 mapping Partly Yes 

Multi template No Yes 

Multi documents Yes Partly1 

Multi doc. Types Yes Yes 

Templates calling No Yes 

Custom variables No Yes 

Both direction edit No Yes 

Custom functions Yes Yes 

Automatic mapping Yes No 

Multi export Yes Yes 

Table 2 XML Mapping Software Attributes Summary 

2.3. Automatic XML Mapping 

Making an XML Mapping by hand is a repeating, error-prone activity. A user can omit some relations or 

connect not relevant nodes. Thus, a lot of research has been done on automatic XML Mapping, which 

tries to find a mapping between two XML schemas (or trees). The automatic XML Mapping algorithms 

are based on tree edit distance (ED) or information retrieval (IR). ED-based techniques seem to focus 

more on structural aspects of an XML (rigorously structured data-centric view) and they are primarily 

utilized for classification/clustering and data warehousing purposes, while IR-based methods target XML 

search and retrieval (especially for loosely structured document-centric XML). 

This thesis aims to create mapping of non-trivial XML Schemas resulting in an XSLT, so only the edit 

distance based algorithms have been considered. Furthermore, the goal of this thesis is to find how 

make collaborative support of mapping designing, thus the automatic XML mapping will not be 

implemented at all. 

Deep study on Automatic XML Mapping provides work [12]. 

                                                           
1
 Only one destination schema file 
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2.3.1. Extensible User-based XML Grammar Matching 

Algorithm proposed by [20] has been chosen as an example of the tree edit distance algorithm. The XML 

grammar can be based on a DTD or XSD. The XML nodes and attributes are represented as rooted 

ordered labeled tree graph (XML Grammar Tree). A mapping is constructed in four steps: 

1. Find the edit distance between two XML Grammar trees (loaded from DTD or XSD) 

2. Process several matching algorithms, exploited via edit distance to capture XML grammar node 

resemblances  

3. Identify a edit script and the edit distance mappings consequently 

4. Let consider a user the mappings and feedback in producing matching results 

XML Grammar tree – it is a generic representation of the given DTD or XSD. It simplifies some parts of 

the grammars because of the compute complexity – e.g. the attributes in an XML file of some node are 

not ordered, but matching unordered attributes is a NP-complete problem. So the attributes are being 

sorted by their names, it allows a polynomial complexity. 

The tree edit distance depends on the definition of Grammar tree similarities. There are few basic 

criteria: 

- Element’s name 

- The length of the element’s path from the root 

- Elements order and relationship constraints 

The final similarity is being rated according to criteria’s “score”. The final mapping must have the best 

score. 

The quality of an Automatic XML Mapping algorithm is inverse proportional to the requirements on the 

user’s interaction. But only few hints from user can result in a complete XML mapping. 
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3. User Requirements Analysis 

This chapter describes the user requirements for the tool. It is divided into two chapters – XML Mapping 

Editor and Collaborative Support. First chapter describes the properties of the XML Mapping Editor – a 

tool that allows design XML Mapping. The following chapter defines the requirements for collaborative 

support. 

3.1. XML Mapping Tool 

The related works discussion shows that XML Mapping is a transformation of one (source) XML 

document to another (destination). The transformation is usually described as the relationship of the 

source and destination elements. User can also specify the transformation parameters like the meaning 

of the relationship (if it carries only the value or the structure) or the value (ex. modify string-based 

value). 

The XML Mapping Tool consists of three parts – XML Mapping Editor, Export, and Version Control. These 

tools should support actions that display the use case diagram: 

 

Figure 3-1 XML Mapping Tool Use Cases 
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3.1.1. XML Mapping and Mapping 

Two main terms will be used in the subsequent text – XML Mapping and Mapping. 

The thesis calls the XML Mapping as the whole transformation function of one XML structure to 

another.  

The Mapping means a connection between source and destination XML elements. An XML Mapping can 

have (and usually has) many Mappings. 

3.1.2. XSD as the Source of the XML Schema 

Both discussed XML Mapping software use XSD as the source of the XML Schema. They use other XML 

Schema languages too – for example DTD. The thesis suggests use of the XSD as the only one source of 

the XML Schema because of its popularity and support in other software. Nevertheless, the XSD will act 

as the only source of the tree structure of the available nodes and attributes in the XML. The tool will not 

respect other constraints like an order or a count of allowed nodes. A user needs only a reference to 

some node (reference is the name and the parent of the given node); other attributes like the order can 

be counted using by the XPath. Thus the adoption of other XML Schema source should be easy. 

3.1.3. Mapping 

A user should be able to accomplish all standard actions with some mapping – create new one, edit or 

remove existing one. 

A mapping will have few attributes: an ordered set of source elements, a set of destination elements, a 

transformation function and its attributes, and a context. 

The set of the transformation functions can be divided into two groups – value based and structure 

based. First group just passes the value of the connected source elements to the value in the destination 

elements. While the second group preserves the hierarchy of the source elements. 

Example of the value based transformation: 

Source XML XML Mapping Destination XML 

<address> 
  <name>Peter</name> 
</address> 

name -> author (identity) <author>Peter</author> 

The source element “name” is connected to destination element “author”. The transformation function 

is “identity” – the value remains exactly same as is in source element. 
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Example of the structure based transformation: 

Source XML XML Mapping Destination XML 

<books> 
  <book> 
   <title>First</title> 
  </book> 
  <book> 
    <title>Second</title> 
  </book> 
</books> 

books -> products 
book -> product 
title -> description 

<products> 
  <product> 
    <description>First</description> 
  </product> 
  <product> 
     <description>Second</description> 
  </product> 
</products> 

The example uses three mappings – two structure based and one value based. The structure based 

mappings carry the structure from the source XML to the destination XML. All “books” elements are 

mapped to “products” elements, same the “book” elements in the “books” elements are mapped to 

“product” elements inside the “products” elements. Finally the value of the “title” element is copied to 

the “description” element. 

The context is the last attribute of the mapping. The context has been introduced because of a need of 

the recursive structures mapping. The recursive XML structure can be for example the file system. There 

are two main entities – files and directories. Directory can contain files or other directories, so this 

structure is recursive. When someone wants to map this recursive structure, he would need to explicitly 

map each level of the source elements to the destination elements. But the depth of the recursion can 

be unlimited, therefore it is unrealizable problem. The context can solve some of these mappings of the 

recursive structures. The context allows saying the mapping will map the children of source elements 

same way as its parent. It is very similar to the following XSLT template: 

  <xsl:template match="Directories:subdir"> 
    <dir> 
      <name> 
        <xsl:value-of select="./Directories:name " /> 
      </name> 
      <xsl:for-each select="./Directories:subdir"> 
         <xsl:apply-templates select="."/>  
      </xsl:for-each> 
    </dir> 
  </xsl:template> 

The XSLT defines one template that matches only “Directories:subdir” elements. It creates destination 

“dir” element for all such elements in the source XML, defines its sub element “name” with value of 

“./Directories:name”. And finally the template calls recursively itself for all subdirectories. 
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3.1.4. Export 

The XML Mapping Editor allows user to export created XML Mapping as XSLT or apply the XSLT to a given 

XML file. The XSLT is a commonly used tool for transformation of one XML to another. The tool will 

actually export inner XML Mapping structure into the XSLT, thus the XML Mapping inner structure must 

by one way (at least) compatible with the XSLT. 

3.1.5. Version Control 

The XML Mapping Editor should support management of the particular versions of a given XML Mapping. 

A user can go back to any previous version. (S)he can also tag each version with a specific title to be able 

to recognize particular version. 

3.2. The Collaborative Support 

The collaborative support must provide functionality that just extends the functionality of the single user 

application. There should not be any limitation of single user activity. The list of the main non-functional 

features follows: 

 No resource locking 

o Users should be able to edit all resources independently and should not block other 

users or other resources 

 No conflict to resolve 

o The underlying system should resolve conflict situation, so the users mustn’t bother with 

their resolution 

 Immediately editing 

o Users should not be limited with the Internet connection latency 
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User should have also ability for the communication with other users: 

 

Figure 3-2 Collaborative Support Use Cases 

 Overview about activity of other actors  

o Users should see what other users do 

 Communication support 

o Users should be able to communicate with other users using chat/video conference or 

other kinds of communication 

o Users should have an option to share other related documents – charts, text documents, 

pictures… 

3.2.1. Edit Action 

Users should immediately see each edit performed by another user, so there must be some interface 

that allows a separation of the editing process into the atomic operations that can be distributed to 

other users. This interface must also guarantee that all users see the same final consistent state of the 

XML Mapping. 

3.2.2. Cooperation Activity 

Users should see what other users do and they should be able to communicate with each other using 

chat, document exchange, etc…  
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First part is about enhancement of the editor. There should be “collaboration layer”, which could display 

other users’ cursors or their selected items, so users can better orient what other users do.  

The second part must provide tools that can support standard currently used communication. There 

should be text chat or video conference. Users can talk about the created mapping. The document 

sharing is the next valuable attribute of the communication tool. When the users create a XML mapping, 

they must respect the semantic of the source and destination XML Schemas. So they can want to attach 

a documentation of the applications using the XML Schemas. 
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4. Formal Model 

This chapter introduces a formal model for the collaborative designing of the XML Mapping. It has two 

parts; formal model of the data model for XML Mapping Editor is described firstly, following subchapter 

shows how to edit the data model. Chapter 4.3 contains formal specification of the data model and 

operations applied on the model. The process of evaluation of the XML Mapping structure can be found 

in chapter 4.4. Chapter 4.5 defines the communication protocol that allows online cooperation of the 

users during the design of the XML Mapping. 

4.1. XML Mapping Model 

The XSD is the source for the XML structure. Basically, it describes available XML elements. The elements 

are of two types – nodes and attributes. Secondly, the XML structure defines the relationship between 

the elements. The XSD can also define restrictions on the elements values but this thesis does not need 

this information. Actually, XSD is being used only for creation an XML tree covering a given XSD. An XML 

Mapping maps only the structure and transforms the values, but does not check the output validity. 

Definition: Nodes is set of the XML nodes 

Definition: Attributes is set of the XML attributes 

Definition: TreeGraph(N,E) is a rooted tree graph of nodes N and edges E. 

Definition: Elements ⊆ (Nodes ∪ Attributes) 

Definition: Relationships ⊆ (Nodes X (Nodes ∪ Attributes)) 

The set Relationships is set of all relationships parent -> child of nodes and of all relationships node -> 

attribute in an XML Schema. 

Definition: XMLStructure = TreeGraph(Elements, Relationships) 

The XMLStructure is tree graph of nodes and attributes in an XML Schema. The root of this tree is the 

document element of a given XML.  

Definition: Root(XMLStructure) is a function returning root element of the XML Schema. 
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Example of an XML Structure: 

XML Schema XML Structure 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?> 
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 

targetNamespace="http://meluzin.com/Filesystem2" 
xmlns:d="http://meluzin.com/Filesystem2"> 

  <xs:element name="filesystem"> 
    <xs:complexType> 
      <xs:sequence> 
        <xs:element name="root" type="d:Directories"/> 
      </xs:sequence> 
    </xs:complexType> 
  </xs:element> 
  <xs:complexType name="Directories"> 
    <xs:sequence> 
      <xs:element name="id" type="xs:ID" /> 
      <xs:element name="Name" type="xs:string" /> 
      <xs:element name="subdir" type="d:Directories" 

minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" /> 
      <xs:element name="file" type="d:File" minOccurs="0" 

maxOccurs="unbounded" /> 
    </xs:sequence> 
  </xs:complexType> 
  <xs:complexType name="File"> 
    <xs:sequence> 
      <xs:element name="id" type="xs:ID" /> 
      <xs:element name="Name" type="xs:string" /> 
      <xs:element name="length" type="xs:int" /> 
    </xs:sequence> 
  </xs:complexType> 
</xs:schema> 

Nodes = {/, filesystem, 
root, id, Name, 
subdir, file, length} 

 
Relationships = { 
  (/, filesystem), 
  (filesystem, root), 
  (root, id), 
  (root, Name), 
  (root, subdir), 
  (root, file), 
  (file, id), 
  (file, Name), 
  (file, length), 
  (subdir, id), 
  (subdir, Name), 
  (subdir, subdir), 
  (subdir, file)} 
 
Root = (/) 

The example shows translation of a native XML Schema to the thesis formal model XML Structure. 

Definition: Transformation is 2-tuple (Name, XPath) where: 

- Name is the name of the transformation 

- XPath is a query expressed in XPath language 

o Used only for value based transformations 

Definition: Transformations is a set of all Transformation – meanings of the mappings. 

Definition: XML Mapping is a 4-tuple (Source, Destination, Contexts, Mappings) where: 

- Source is the source XML schema 

o It is an instance of XMLStructure 

- Destination is the source XML schema 

o It is an instance of XMLStructure 
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- Contexts is set of the 2-tuple (SourceElement, DestinationElement) where: 

o SourceElement ϵ Source.Elements 

o DestinationElement ϵ Destination.Elements 

- Mappings is set of 4-tuple (SourceElements, DestinationElements, Context, Transformation) 

where: 

o SourceElements is ordered subset of Source.Elements 

 Each item in SourceElements has its number – index in the ordered subset 

o DestinationElements is (non-ordered) subset of Destination.Elements 

o Context ϵ Contexts 

o Transformation ϵ Transformations 

The XML Mapping has attribute Mappings – it is a set of mappings that connect the source and 

destination XML elements or another mapping. The source elements are ordered by number, so they can 

be referenced using the order number (ex. in an XPath query). The meaning of a mapping defines the 

transformations. Two main types of transformations (Transformations) are value based transformations 

and structure based transformations. Value based transformations only transforms the value of the 

source elements. The structure based transformations keeps the structure of the source elements to the 

destination elements. 

Next proposed term is context. A context is specified by one source and destination element and 

provides ability for recursive mappings definition. Each mapping must be placed into some context. The 

mappings can be connected only inside one context and there is a special mapping attribute that 

indicates switch to another context. The switch depends on currently processed element.  

The following sub-chapter illustrates usage of the XML Mappings model. 

4.1.1. Example: Hierarchical Structure to Flat Structure 

This example shows how to create mapping of a recursive hierarchical structure to a flat one. Example 

uses following file-system structure as the source schema.  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?> 
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
       xmlns:d="http://meluzin.com/Directories" 
       targetNamespace="http://meluzin.com/Directories" > 
  <xs:element name="filesystem"> 
    <xs:complexType> 
      <xs:sequence> 
        <xs:element name="root" type="d:Directories" minOccurs="0" /> 
      </xs:sequence> 
    </xs:complexType> 
  </xs:element> 
  <xs:complexType name="Directories"> 
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    <xs:sequence> 
      <xs:element name="directory" type="d:Directory" /> 
      <xs:element name="subdir" type="d:Directories" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
    </xs:sequence> 
  </xs:complexType> 
  <xs:complexType name="Directory"> 
    <xs:sequence> 
      <xs:element name="name" type="xs:string" /> 
    </xs:sequence> 
  </xs:complexType> 
</xs:schema> 

The source XML Schema contains recursive structure of directories. Each directory has its name. The 

recursion starts in the element “root”, which has child elements “subdir” and they have their child 

elements “subdir” recursively. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?> 
<xs:schema  
   xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
   xmlns:d="http://meluzin.com/FlatDirs"  
   targetNamespace="http://meluzin.com/FlatDirs"> 
  <xs:element name="flatdirs"> 
    <xs:complexType> 
      <xs:sequence> 
        <xs:element name="dir" type="d:Directory" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
      </xs:sequence> 
    </xs:complexType> 
  </xs:element> 
  <xs:complexType name="Directory"> 
    <xs:sequence> 
      <xs:element name="name" type="xs:string" /> 
      <xs:element name="parent" type="xs:string" /> 
    </xs:sequence> 
  </xs:complexType> 
</xs:schema> 

The destination XML Schema is flat structure (list) of the directories. 
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The following figure visualizes the XSD schemas as the XML trees. The left tree is the source schema 

(hierarchical file system); the right tree is the flat list of directories. The depth of the recursion of the 

source schema is limited to four levels. 

 

Figure 4-1 XSD Schemas as XML Trees 

The aim is to make list of directories from the source schema. That needs create two contexts. First maps 

the wrapping elements – filesystem to flatdirs. The second context maps recursively the source elements 

(root and subdir) to the elements flatdirs. 

SourceElements DestinationElements Transformation Context 

{(0, filesystem)} {flatdirs} (hierarchy,  ) (/, /) 

{(0, directory)} {dir} (hierarchy,  ) (/, /) 

{(0, name)} {name} (value-of,  ) (/, /) 

{(0, subdir)} {dir} (change-context,  ) (/, /) 

{(0, directory)} {dir} (hierarchy,  ) (subdir, flatdirs) 

{(0, name)} {name} (value-of,  ) (subdir, flatdirs) 

{(0, name)} {parent} (value-of, “#0/../../directory/name”) (subdir, flatdirs) 

{(0, subdir)} {flatdirs} (change-context,  ) (subdir, flatdirs) 

The XML Mapping starts with mapping of the source root element – “filesystem”. This element is 

mapped to the destination root element “flatdirs”. The first level of the directories (the child of the 

element “root”) must be mapped differently than “subdir” elements. The “root -> directory” element is 
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mapped directly t to the “dir”. The “name” is mapped using “value-of” transformation. The parent of the 

root directory is null, so it is not mapped at all. 

The recursive sub-directories are mapped using another context (“subdirs” -> “flatdirs”). It allows recall 

the mappings for child elements. 

The “parent” element in the destination schema is mapped to the parent directory using XPath 

expression. 

The child element “subdir” is mapped to the “dir” with transformation “change-context”. That causes 

recursive call of the XML Mapping for the currently selected (currently mapped “subdir”) element. It will 

search context with the same named source element. 

The above mappings would produce following XSLT. The creation of the XSLT will be discussed in the 

followings chapters. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<xsl:transform version="2.0" 
     xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform" 
     xmlns:FlatDirs="http://meluzin.com/FlatDirs" 
     xmlns:Directories="http://meluzin.com/Directories" 
     exclude-result-prefixes="Directories"> 
  <xsl:output method="xml" indent="yes" /> 
  <xsl:template match="/"> 
    <xsl:for-each select="./Directories:filesystem"> 
      <FlatDirs:flatdirs> 
        <xsl:for-each select="./Directories:root/Directories:directory"> 
          <FlatDirs:dir> 
            <xsl:for-each select="./Directories:name"> 
              <FlatDirs:name> 
                <xsl:value-of select="." /> 
              </FlatDirs:name> 
            </xsl:for-each> 
          </FlatDirs:dir> 
        </xsl:for-each> 
        <xsl:apply-templates select="./Directories:root/Directories:subdir"/> 
      </FlatDirs:flatdirs> 
    </xsl:for-each> 
  </xsl:template> 
  <xsl:template match="Directories:subdir"> 
    <xsl:apply-templates select="./Directories:subdir"/> 
    <xsl:for-each select="./Directories:directory"> 
      <FlatDirs:dir> 
        <xsl:for-each select="./Directories:name"> 
          <FlatDirs:name> 
            <xsl:value-of select="." /> 
          </FlatDirs:name> 
        </xsl:for-each> 
        <xsl:for-each select="./Directories:name"> 
          <FlatDirs:parent> 
            <xsl:value-of select="./../../Directories:Directory/Directories:name" /> 
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          </FlatDirs:parent> 
        </xsl:for-each> 
      </FlatDirs:dir> 
    </xsl:for-each> 
  </xsl:template> 
</xsl:transform> 

The XSLT contains two templates – “/” and “Directories:subdir”. First template equals to the first context 

(/,/). The second template allows to map the recursion from the source XML Schema, it recursively calls 

“xsl:apply-templates” statement, which tries find any matching template for currently selected element. 

4.2. Data Model Editing 

The data model (XML Mapping entity) proposed in chapter 4.1 must have ability for editing. Some 

operations on the data model must be given to the user, so he can edit the XML Mapping. Operations is 

a set of the actions that user can make inside the editor. The operations are being created during step 3 

at activity diagram in chapter 5.1. Formally, the operation is a function that transforms the Model 

(instance of XML Mapping entity): 

         (                       )  (     ) 

                                             

  ⊆                ⊆          

The operation updates the attributes Contexts and Mappings of the original Model. 

The operations are: 

- Create context 

o              (       )  ( ∪ (   )  )                  

                  

- Remove context 

o              (       )  (  *   +   *                 +) 

- Create mapping 

o              (          )  (   ∪ *    +) 

o                            

- Update mapping 

o              (       )  (    )                       

o                                                    

- Remove mapping 

o              (     )  (    * +)     
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o                                                

- Connect elements 

o                (                 )  (    ) 

o       ∪              

o     ∪                   

o                                                

o                                                  

- Disconnect elements 

o                   (           )  (    ) 

o       ∪              

o     ∪                   

o                                                   

4.2.1. Examples of operations 

The operations for the example 4.1.1 would be: 

CreateContext(/,/) 
CreateContext(subdir,flatdirs)  

The contexts must be created firstly. 

CreateMapping(m1, Context(/,/)) 
CreateMapping(m2, Context(/,/)) 
CreateMapping(m3, Context(/,/)) 
CreateMapping(m4, Context(subdir, flatdirs)) 
CreateMapping(m5, Context(subdir, flatdirs))  
CreateMapping(m6, Context(subdir, flatdirs)) 
CreateMapping(m7, Context(subdir, flatdirs)) 
CreateMapping(m8, Context(subdir, flatdirs))  

Mapping entity must be created for all mappings in appropriate context. 

ConnectElements(filesystem, m1, 0) 
ConnectElements(directory, m2, 0) 
ConnectElements(name, m3, 0) 
ConnectElements(subdir, m4, 0)  
ConnectElements(directory, m5, 0)  
ConnectElements(name, m6, 0)  
ConnectElements(name, m7, 0)  
ConnectElements(subdir, m8, 0) 
ConnectElements(m1, flatdirs, 0) 
ConnectElements(m2, dir, 0) 
ConnectElements(m3, name, 0) 
ConnectElements(m4, dir, 0) 
ConnectElements(m5, dir, 0)  
ConnectElements(m6, name, 0) 
ConnectElements(m7, parent, 0) 
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ConnectElements(m8, flatdirs, 0)  

The next is to connect all elements – source elements with mappings and mappings with the destination 

elements. 

UpdateMapping(m1, hierarchy)  
UpdateMapping(m2, hierarchy)  
UpdateMapping(m3, value-of)  
UpdateMapping(m4, change-context)  
UpdateMapping(m5, hierarchy)  
UpdateMapping(m6, value-of)  
UpdateMapping(m7, (value-of, ‚#0/../../Directory/name‛))  
UpdateMapping(m8, change-context) 

The transformation is set for all mappings finally. 

4.3. Formal specification 

The basic edit actions were described in the previous chapter. Here are shown more formal way. The 

formal specification starts with basic objects, following the Model object. Finally, the operations are 

defined. The operation’s names correspond to the names defined in previous chapter.  

object Element 
end Element; 
 
object XmlElement extends Element 
  components:  
    Name, NameSpace; 
end XmlElement; 
 
object Attribute extends XmlElement 
  components:; 
end Attribute; 
 
object Node extends XmlElement 
  components: Childern:Node*, Attribute*; 
end Node; 
 
object XmlStructure // represents XML Tree loaded from some XSD 
  components: 
    Root:Node, NameSpace; 
end Source; 
 
object Context // represents context for mappings, defined by source and destination element  
  components: 
    Source:XmlElement, Destination:XmlElement; 
end Context; 
 
object Transformation // represents meaning of some mapping 
  components: 
    Name, XPath; 
end Transformation; 
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object Position // represents position inside editor 
  components: 
    X, Y; 
end Position; 
 
object Mapping extends Element // mapping entity 
  components: 
    Source:Element*, Destination:Element*, Context, Transformation; 
end Mapping; 
 
object Model 
  components:  
    Source:XmlStructure, Destination:XmlStructure, Context*, Mapping*; 
  operations: 
    CreateContext, RemoveContext, CreateMapping, UpdateMapping, RemoveMapping, 
    ConnectElements, DisconnectElements; 
end Model; 

The operation CreateContext follows. It creates new instance of Context using the given source and 

destination element. 

operation CreateContext 
  inputs: m:Model, s:XmlElement, d:XmlElement; 
  outputs: m’:Model; 
  precondition: m’ = m and s in Model.Source and d in Model.Destination; 
  postcondition: m’.Context = m.Context + Context(s, d); 
end CreateContext; 

The next operation is RemoveContext. It removes the given instance of Context. When a context is being 

removed, all corresponding mappings inside the given context are being also removed. 

operation RemoveContext 
  inputs: m:Model, c:Context; 
  outputs: m’:Model; 
  precondition: m’ = m; 
  postcondition: not(c in m’.Context) and 
                 forall (map:Mapping)  
                   if (map in m.Mapping and map.Context = c)  
                     not(map in m’.Mapping); 
end RemoveContext; 

The operation CreateMapping creates new instance of Mapping inside the given Context. 

operation CreateMapping 
  inputs: m:Model, c:Context; 
  outputs: map:Mapping, m’:Model; 
  precondition: m’ = m and c in m.Context; 
  postcondition: m’.Mapping = m.Mapping + map and map.Context = c; 
end Createmapping; 
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The operation UpdateMapping updates the given Mapping’s transformation. 

operation UpdateMapping 
  inputs: map:Mapping, t:Transformation; 
  outputs: map’:Mapping; 
  precondition: map’ = map; 
  postcondition: map’.Transformation = t; 
end UpdateMapping; 

The operation RemoveMapping remove the given instance Mapping and all references to the given 

Mapping. 

operation RemoveMapping 
  inputs: m:Model, map:Mapping; 
  outputs: m’.Model; 
  precondition: m’ = m; 
  postcondition: not(map in m’.Mapping) and 
                 forall (other:Mapping) 
                   if (other in m’.Mapping)  
                     not(map in other.Source) and not(map in other.Destination); 
end RemoveMapping; 

The operation ConnectElements connects two given elements. Connections to XmlStructure 

(XmlElement -> Mapping, Mapping -> XmlElement) are stored in the Mapping structure. Connection 

between mappings (Mapping -> Mapping) is stored in both given mappings. Furthermore, the connection 

has its order inside destination mapping (with exception of the connection Mapping -> XmlElement, the 

order of the connections is “random” then). 

operation ConnectElements 
  inputs: m:Model, s:Element, d:Element, index; 
  outputs: m’:Model; 
  precondition: m’ = m; 
  postcondition:  
    if (s is XmlElement and d is XmlElement) 
      exists (map:Mapping) map in m’.Mapping and s in map.Source and  
      d in map.Destination and not(map in m’.Mapping) 
    if (s is XmlElement and d is Mapping) 
       d in m.Mapping and d in m’.Mapping and s = d.Source(index) 
    if (s is Mapping and d is XmlElement)  
       s in m.Mapping and s in m’.Mapping and d in s.Destination 
    if (s is Mapping and d is Mapping) 
      s in m.Mapping and d in m.Mapping and s in m’.Mapping and d in m’.Mapping and  
      s = d.Source(index) and d in s.Destination 
    ; 
end ConnectElements; 

The operation DisconnectElements removes connection between the given elements. 

operation DisconnectElements 
  inputs: m:Model, s:Element, d:Element, index; 
  outputs: m’:Model; 
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  preconditions: m’ = m; 
  postconditions: forall (map:Mapping)  
                    if (map in m’.Mapping)  
                      not(s = map.Source(index)) and not(d in map.Destination); 
end DisconnectElements; 

4.4. XML Mapping Evaluation Algorithm 

The following pseudo code expresses the XML Mapping evaluation algorithm. This algorithm is used for 

the generation of an XSLT. It consists of three main parts – XMLMappingEvaluation, EvaluateNode and 

EvaluateMapping. (The details of the implementation can be found in chapter 6.1.5) 

XMLMappingEvaluation(Contexts, Mappings) 
  ForEach c   Contexts 
    Element e = c.destinationElement 
    If ∃ m   Mappings: m.context = c ∧ m.destinationElements ∩ AllChildern(e) <>   
      InitializeContext(c) 
      EvaluateElement(e) 

First step – XMLMappingEvaluation – invokes EvaluateElement method for all contexts containing some 

mapped elements. The context destination element is being passed as the root element of the 

evaluation. Method AllChildern returns whole branch of children of the given element. The method 

InitializeContext prepares the given context. It creates “xsl:template” tag. 

EvaluateElement(Element) 
  e = Element 
  c = CurrentContext 
  ForEach m   Mappings: m.context = c ∧ n   m.destinatioElements 
    Output(EvaluateMapping(e, m)) 
  If ∃ m   Mappings: m.context = c ∧ m.destinationElements ∩ AllChildern(e) <>   
    ForEach child   e.childern 
      EvaluateElement(child, Mappings) 

EvaluateElement method recursively evaluates the destination elements. This evaluation depends on 

connected mappings which are being evaluated by the method EvaluatedMapping. Until some mapping 

is inside the current branch of elements the recursion continues. 

EvaluateMapping(Element, Mapping) 
  Depending on Mapping.transformation 
  a) value based transformation 
    InitializeVariable  
    ForEach e   Mapping.sourceElements ordered ascending by source element order 
      If e is XmlElement 
        AppendToVariable(e) 
      If e is Mapping 
        AppendToVariable(EvaluateMapping(Element, e)) 
    Return Variable 
  b) structure based transformation   
    ForEach e   Mapping.sourceElements 
      Output(EvaluateElement(e)) 
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EvaluateMapping processes value based transformation or structure based transformation of the source 

elements depending on the given mapping’s transformation.  

The methods Output, InitializeVariable, and AppendToVariable are used for output – printing the XSLT as 

text. XSLT introduces “xsl:variable” tag for a named local variable, that can store value of some nodes or 

even set of nodes. The variable can be later referenced using its name. 

The method “Output” prints the destination element’s tag name and selects the value. For example: 

<FlatDirs:dir> 
  <xsl:for-each select="./Directories:name"> 
    <FlatDirs:name> 
      <xsl:value-of select="." /> 
    </FlatDirs:name> 
  </xsl:for-each> 
</FlatDirs:dir> 

The cooperation of the methods InitializeVariable and AppendToVariable demonstrates following 

example. 

<xsl:variable name="var1"> 
  <xsl:value-of select="./ProjectFiles:size" /> 
</xsl:variable> 
<xsl:attribute name="name"> 
  <xsl:value-of select="$var1" /> 
</xsl:attribute> 

Firstly, the variable “var1” is initialized (using the method InitializeVariable). Then the method 

AppendToVariable inserts the value of the element “./ProjectFiles:size” into the variable. Finally, the 

value is used to create named attribute “name” with value of the variable “var1”. 

The final XSLT of mapping evaluation algorithm can be found at the end of the chapter 4.1.1 or 7.1. 

4.5. Collaborative Support 

This chapter describes how to provide cooperation for the users. 

The proposed architecture has two main parts – client and state server. The client represents the GUI for 

each user that allows design XML Mapping. It contains the XML Mapping Editor in our case. 

The state server coordinates the state of the XML Mapping between the collaborating users. It holds the 

XML Mapping structure defined in chapter 4.1 and ordered set of operations described in the chapter 

4.2. The users invoke the operations in theirs clients as they want to modify the XML Mapping. The state 

server solves the race conditions of the incoming operations. It says the order of the operations applied 

to the data model. The state server and the clients apply the operations to the data model using same 
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algorithm – Merge algorithm – described in chapter 4.5.2. The algorithm solves the appropriate conflicts 

too. 

Furthermore, the server holds the shared client state; it is the list of the operations. This state is 

distributed back to the all clients after new operation has been performed. 

4.5.1. Operation Process Protocol 

Each operation has its author, timestamp and the ID. The ID is ordered entity counted by the state 

server. The server solves the race condition and determines order of the operations. 

Operation process protocol consists of following seven steps:  

1) User wants to edit editor state using an operation O 

2) Editor sends operation O to the state server 

3) State server assigns operation ID to the operation O 

4) State server merges operation O to the state 

5) State server sends modified operation O back to the editor 

6) Editor puts received operation in the client state (set of operations) 

7) All editors receive new client state and merge the operation in their local state 

Users see the updated editor state after the last step. It takes 1 round trip (client <-> state server) for the 

author of the operation and 3 round trips for other users (client <-> state server (new operation), client 

<-> state server (merge operation to shared state) and state server <-> other clients). 

Client (where the operation originates) makes 2 web requests to the State server. The second request 

must be executed after the first has finished, because the operation must be assigned with ID on State 

server (without that there would not be obvious the order of the operations and it could not be possible 

to have consistent state in all clients). 

UserCreatedOperation(Operation) 
Async call StateServerMerge(Operation) returns Operation’ 
  Server assigns Operation’s ID 
  Server merges Operation into its state 
  Server returns updated Operation’ 
Async call StateUpdate(Operation’) 
  Client writes into State Operation’ 
Async OnStateChange(Operations)  
  Clients merge operations from State into their initial states 
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4.5.2. Merge algorithm 

The merge algorithm is an important part of the communication protocol. It guarantees that all editors 

converge to the same state after they applied the operations from the client state. 

The algorithm is inspired by the Operational Transformation (described in the chapter 2.1.4). The 

Operational Transformation has two main entities – operations and dual operations. These operations 

are applied to the client state. There is a central point that creates dual operation for each operation and 

decides which client should use what operations (normal or dual operations). 

The proposed algorithm creates only one type operations, but the central state server orders the 

operations. Thus, the consistent and equivalent state is reached in all clients. 

Formally, the merge algorithm is a function: 

     (                )         

                                                    

Merge has two steps: 

1) Sort pending operations ascending by ID 

 The ID is assigned from sequence, when the operation is created. It ensures that the 

operations will be applied in the right order to the model. 

2) Apply operations to the model 

First step is easy and clear. Second step depends on the type of mapping, the application of operation 

are described in chapter 4.2. 

object MergeStructure 
  components: merged:Operation*; 
  operations: Merge, MergeOperation; 
end MergeStructure; 
 
object Operation 
  components: id, type, Mapping, Context, Transformation, Position, Source, 
              Destination, index;   
end Operation; 

The operation MergeOperation merges one operation into the model. It recognizes the final operation 

by the type of the operation. 

operation MergeOperation 
  inputs: o:Operation, m:Model, ms:MergeStructure; 
  outputs: m’:Model, o’:Operation, ms’:MergeStructure; 
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  preconditions: m’ = m and o’ = o; 
  postconditions;  
   if o.type = ‘CreateContext‘ then m’ = CreateContext(m, o.Context) 
   if o.type = ‘RemoveContext‘ then m’ = RemoveContext(m, o.Context) 
   if o.type = ‘CreateMapping‘ then (m’, o’.Mapping) = CreateMapping(m, o.Context) 
   if o.type = ‘UpdateMapping‘ then  
        o.Mapping in m.Mappings and 
        o’.Mapping = UpdateMapping(o.Mapping, o.Transformation) and 
        o’.Mapping in m’.Mappings 
   if o.type = ‘RemoveMapping‘ then m’ = RemoveMapping(m, o.Mapping) 
   if o.type = ‘ConnectElements‘ then  
        m’ = ConnectElements(m, o.Source, o.Destination, o.index) 
   if o.type = ‘DisconnectElements‘ then  
        m’ = DisconnectElements(m, o.Source, o.Destination, o.index) 
   o’ in ms’.Merged 
end MergeOperation;  

The operation Merge merges a given set of the operations into the model. 

operation Merge 
  inputs: model:Model, o:Operation*, m:MergeStructure; 
  outputs: model’:Model, m’:MergeStructure; 
  preconditions: not exists (x:Operation in o and x in m:Merged); 
  postconditions:  
    forall x:Operation  
      if x in o then x in m’.Merged 
end Merge; 

Some conflicts can occur during merging. The conflict resolution has been proposed with the aim to the 

lowest need for user activity.  

Two main types of the conflicts were detected: 

- User wants to edit/remove already removed object (mapping/context/connection) 

o The operation will be ignored 

- Two users want to modify an object (mapping/context/connection) 

o The last modification will win 

The first type of the conflicts occurs mainly after remove operation of the entity. Typically, it occurs 

when one user removes the entity and concurrently the second one wants to removes/edits the same 

entity. The solution can be: 

- Ignore the second attempt of removing the entity 

- Or notice the second user and ask him how to continue 

- Or recreate the entity and apply the operation 

The third option would be suitable only when the second user wants to edit the origin entity. But it 

would confuse the first user that the entity has been restored. 
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Second option would disturb the user and probably must stop whole designing (other operation could 

introduce another conflicts). 

Thus, the first option has been chosen with notification the second user what happened. 

The second type of conflicts occurs when two users want to update same entity. The order of the 

updates solves the State Server. It says which update will be first and last. So, there could be two 

solutions: 

- Apply only the last operation 

- Or ask user how to continue 

Similarly to the first type of conflicts, the user should not be disturbed, so the first solution has been 

chosen.  

Actually, these situations are not solved by some special condition in the merge algorithm. The nature of 

the operations solves it automatically. Operations do not have hard preconditions so they handle 

mentioned conflicts themselves. 

Finally, the users will see each operation in the operation log, so they can trace who created which 

change in the model. 

This merge algorithm is being processed on the both side – client and server. It is because of 

optimization of the amount data transfers between the clients and server. Actually, only the updates are 

transferred and they are repeatedly merged (using the Merge algorithm) into the initial state. 
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5. Proposed Application Architecture 

The previous chapters tried to describe currently available algorithms and software that allows users 

collaboratively cooperate, or create XML mapping. But none of them allows users both at the same time. 

The chapter 3 discussed the users’ requirements and the chapter 4 proposed the architecture of an 

application that covers the requirements. 

This thesis wants to create a tool that supports two key features: 

- XML Mapping editor 

- Collaborative design 

The architecture of an implementation of this tool will be described in followings chapter. The XML 

Mapping editor is discussed firstly followed by the description of how to implement the collaborative 

support. As the submission says, the implementation must be inside Google Wave as a Google Wave 

Gadget. This constraint has an impact to the architecture.  

5.1. XML Mapping Editor 

The exploration of the current XML Mapping editors shows, the editors consist from four main parts 

usually. 

1. Input/output structures 

2. Design canvas 

3. Library of mapping types 

4. Result preview 

This composition looks useful and well-arranged. The input/output structures are represented as trees. 

User can see only branches he wants. The trees and design canvas support drag&drop. User can drag 

single item from one tree to another tree or mapping that produces new relationship between dragged 

item and drop item. The mappings can be created from the library using same drag&drop procedure. 

User can switch to result transformation at each moment. 

Restrictions defined for the thesis: 

- Exactly one input and output structure 

- XSD as the source of XML structure 

- Output only XSLT 

- GUI inside Google Wave / Google Wave Gadget 
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The restrictions have been defined as the feasible target, main functionalities have been unchanged.  

The observations on the current software lead to the following user interface propose:  

 

Figure 5-1 Mapping editor components 

There are four basic parts of the main window of the editor. The list of mapping types is at the top.  The 

source structure is on the left side. It’s an XSD loaded from file and represented as a tree with document 

element [8] as the root node. The right side is composed similarly. Only one difference, the tree 

represents the destination XSD structure. 

The design canvas is in the middle. There are being shown all created mappings. 

The following figure shows how the user interface will look during the mapping creation. 

 

Figure 5-2 Mapping editor visualization 
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The usage of the editor will have four steps. Firstly, user opens the editor, and then inserts the structure 

documents. User chooses two XSD files. One is the source structure and the second is the destination 

structure. 

A user can start creating the mappings since the XSD files have been chosen. At each time of mapping 

creation a user can switch to the result XSLT or discard the mappings and choose the XSD files again. 

All mappings must have their context inside which they are being applied to. The contexts have their 

own equivalent in the XSLT. There are the templates. Each template must match a given source XML 

element (exactly there can be XPath expression) and expands itself into some destination element. 

Figure 5-3 shows the activity of a user. 

 

Figure 5-3 Mapping editor activity diagram 

5.2. Collaborative Support 

As the main goal of the thesis is good support for collaborative user interaction it would be the best to 

use some existing infrastructure that supports communication of the users and custom applications. The 

Google Wave has been chosen as the implementation environment. This chapter describes main 

attributes of the Google Wave and architecture of the implementation of the communication protocol. 

5.2.1. What Google Wave is 

Google Wave is a software framework centered on online real-time collaborative editing. It is a web-

based computing platform and communications protocol, designed to merge key features of media like e-

Step 4 

Step 3 

Step 2 

Step 1 Open editor 

Insert XSD files 

Edit mappings 

Generate XSLT 

Choose context Edit contexts 
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mail, instant messaging, wikis, and social networking. Communications using the system can be 

synchronous and/or asynchronous, depending on the preference of individual users. Software extensions 

provide contextual spelling/grammar checking, automated translation among 40 languages, and 

numerous other features. [7] 

5.2.2. Structure of the Google Wave 

As it was mentioned Google Wave mainly enables users to create and share content. Basic element of 

this service is Wave. It is similar to a thread in some web-based forum. There is text content, list of users 

and their replies. Google Wave enhanced the structure furthermore. User can format the text, add 

attachments, insert Gadgets, or invite Robots. 

Here is a short list of terms used in Google Wave 

- Wave 

 One topic on the Google Wave, it contains blips created and edited by participants 

- Blip 

 Basic element inside the wave. It can be text, attachment or gadget. Blip can consist 

from several blips. 

- Participant 

 An user or a Robot 

- Gadget  

 It is interactive blip that supports some more functionality than basic wave does. It can 

communicate with outside world, meant internet via web service (RPC). 

- Gadget State 

 There is stored the Gadget’s state. User can modify this state by some action performed 

inside the Gadget, or the Robot can also modify the state. 

 Its key-value map, precisely Map<String, String>. 

- Gadget Private State 

 Private state is visible only for the given gadget and participant. 

 It is key-value map same as the Gadget State. 

- Robot 

 Robot is a web service running at Google server that is being notified about all events 

occurred inside the wave. 

 It can modify the given wave. 

- Wave Events 

 Event is caused by some action inside the given wave. Here is a short list of some events: 

new blip, blip modified, gadget state changed, participants modified… 
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5.2.3. Communication Protocol 

The proposed collaborative support protocol is a mix of algorithms described in chapter 2.1. None of 

them complies with the restriction of the Google Wave protocol for Google Wave Gadget exactly. The 

Gadget itself has very restricted communication abilities between users’ instances. They can share only 

one key-value map (gadget state), which is replicated to each instance of gadget whenever this key-value 

map is changed. All algorithms need some central point that resolves race conditions and merges 

updates between clients usually. 

There are two ways of creating central point for the gadget instances: 

1) Google Wave Robot 

2) Web service on third party server (currently is supported only AppSpot.com1) 

The second option has been chosen, Wave robot is also used but only for gadget <-> wave 

communication. The following diagram shows basic components of the communication protocol. 

 

Figure 5-4 Communication diagram, arrows indicate who the communication initiates 

The gadget state size is limited to 100kB. Thus the structures of the editor must be stored somewhere 

else. The state server provides the solution. The state server holds the XSD files and editor state. 

Technically, all gadget instances cache the state locally.  

                                                           
1
 AppSpot.com is Google’s cloud application hosting, they must run on Google’ AppEngine 

http://code.google.com/appengine/docs/whatisgoogleappengine.html 
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The editor state is modified by the operations invoked by the users inside the gadget instances. The 

operation is being merged into gadget state immediately after it has been processed by the state server. 

Other gadget instances recognize this operation when they receive the gadget state update containing 

this edit. They execute the same merge process as the state server did. Therefore, the editor state 

converges in all gadgets to the same final state although the state mustn’t be downloaded from the state 

server. 

The state is downloaded from the state server only at two moments. Firstly, when the gadget instance is 

created and secondly, when the gadget state size reaches some threshold value (the size must be lower 

than 100KiB as the limit of the gadget state size). When the gadget state size reaches the threshold 

value, the internal number of the last operation is set to last operation in the gadget state and all 

operations are deleted from the gadget state. 

The gadget state contains three main items: 

- Model ID 

- Version ID 

- Set of operations 

The Model ID represents current editor state – two XSD files and set of mappings and contexts. Model ID 

is being changed when a user inserts new XSD files. 

Version ID is the ID of the version of the model that must gadget download before it applies the 

operations from the set of operations. Wave robot can force the gadgets to download new version from 

state server when gadget state size reaches the threshold value. 

A set of the operations is a set containing new operations that must be merged into the local editor state 

before the gadget can render the state. 

In other cases, the editor state is being updated only using the operations inside the gadget state. It 

allows decreasing the bandwidth requirements. 

The disadvantage of this algorithm is the requirement of having low latency of the internet connection. 

During the communication with the state server (only when the operation is invoked), the editor cannot 

invoke new operation. But it does not matter too much, the operation are invoked only after user clicks 

the mouse. Nevertheless, user should have good internet connection because of all the staff inside 

Google Wave. 
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The protocol has been tested on O2 ADSL from Czech Republic and response times were lower than 

200ms. This latency depends on AppSpot and Google Wave datacenter location1. ADSL has usually 15ms 

latency to NIX and during testing the latency to the wave.google.com was about 50ms.  

                                                           
1
 http://royal.pingdom.com/2008/04/11/map-of-all-google-data-center-locations/ web page contains map of 

Google data center locations as of April 2008 
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6. Implementation  

This chapter discusses the implementation of the proposed architecture of the XML Mapping tool. The 

discussion starts with the implementation of the data model for the XML Mapping. The following chapter 

describes the evaluation of the XML Mapping. 

Second part of the implementation chapter considers the deployment of the collaborative protocol. 

6.1. XML Mapping 

Basically it is the translation from one XML document to another XML document. As it was said, XML 

document consists of the set of elements, attributes and texts. The mappings connect appropriate 

elements. This can be done with few different meanings. For example, sometimes user wants just to 

copy the value, other times user wants to map the structure. Furthermore user can want to transform 

the structure and/or the value.  This thesis brings following data model (the implementation of model 

described in chapter 4). 
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Figure 6-1Data model 

6.1.1. Schema 

Before it is possible to create mapping, the structure of the two XML documents must be loaded. The 

structure is being loaded from XSD files describing the XML files. The result is structure consists of 

SchemaElements.  

Each XML document must have exactly one document element. It is the root element of the structure. It 

must be NodeElement. NodeElement is recursive structure, identified by Name and the parent 

NodeElement. Each NodeElement can have few Attributes and ChildNodes. 
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Attributes is just key-value map contains set of attributes. Each attribute can occurred in the map at 

most once. The value is a string that can be restricted by the definition in the XSD. 

6.1.2. Mapping 

When the structure has been loaded, a user can start create the list of ElementMappings. The 

ElementMapping expresses the relationship between two or more elements. An element can be 

NodeElement, Attribute or other ElementMapping. All mappings must be inside some context. A Context 

is defined as pair of source and destination NodeElement. The elements will be evaluated relatively to 

this pair of elements.  

ElementMapping also contains the Transformation. It represents meaning of the given mapping. Here is 

the list of supported transformations. Transformation also declares how many inputs it requires, 

whether it is an XPath expression and its name. 

Name Inputs Bounded XPath XPath enabled Apply Templates  App.Temp.En. 

Identity 1 ●    ● 

Sorted 2 ●    ● 

Condition 2 ●    ● 

Sequence 1     ● 

Group-By 2 ●    ● 

Apply-Templates 1 ●   ●  

Copy-of 1     ● 

Value-of 1     ● 

Concatenation 1      

Longer 2 ●    ● 

XPath 1  string(#0) ●   

Table 3 List of mapping types 

Legend for the above table: 

- Name of the transformation 

- Number of inputs the transformation requires 

- Bounded says, whether user can specify custom number of inputs 

- XPath is used for transformation of the inputs 

- XPath enabled says whether user can specify custom XPath expression 

o The reference to the source element provides escape character ‘#’ followed by the index 

of the element. The index is zero-based. Character sequence ‘##’ is translated to ‘#’. 

- Apply Templates user can specify whether the <xsl:apply-templates /> will be appended 
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- App. Temp. En. = Apply templates enabled, whether user can specify Apply Templates attribute 

6.1.3. Model 

Model represents all structures together. It has 4 properties – Source and Destination structure and 

Mappings and Contexts. The Source is the structure of the source XSD document. The Destination is the 

structure of the result XSD document and finally the Mappings and Contexts represents list of 

transformation rules. 

Object Schema just wraps structure of the XSD document and other additional information. For example: 

namespace of the XSD document. 

6.1.4. XML Mapping Evaluation 

After the mappings have been created starts the evaluation process. The result of this evaluation is the 

XSLT. The data model was designed so it must go through each destination element and build the tree of 

the mappings, by which the value of the given destination elements can be determined. 

The mapping tree is constructed using following algorithm (formally described in chapter 4.4): 

Element element = given destination element 
Step 1: Add all elements that are connected with element 
Step 2: For all new elements repeat step 1 

This algorithm presumes there are no cycles in element connections. This axiom is being checked by 

output verification. 

The evaluation itself starts after mapping tree construction. It begins with the given destination element 

and for all elements that are connected with this element evaluates the connection.  

Generally the evaluation depends on mapping’s transformation. It specifies the relationship between the 

source and destination element and the transformation of source element value. Secondly, if the 

destination is not attribute, that means it is NodeElement, than its children are being evaluated 

recursively and attributes are also being evaluated. 

Exact implementation of mapping evaluation is described in chapter 6.1.5.  

6.1.5. XSLT Generation 

The main result of the created mappings is an XSLT. It is a set of rules that describes process of 

transformation a given XML file. There are two standards – version 1.0 and 2.0. Despite of the version 2.0 

(currently latest version) has been available since 2007 there is a lack of supporting software – no 
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support in web browsers or for example LAMP1. Nevertheless the version 2.0 is used, because of the 

support of GroupBy transformation which is available right in XLST version 2.0. 

How to generate XSLT from source and destination schema and set of mappings? The XSLT is generated 

by iteration from the root to the leaf elements of the destination XSD until there is some mapping 

connected to some children element. Whenever mapping is found, it is being evaluated.  The mappings 

are evaluated according to following rules. 

Legend:  

- $Inputs means the ordered set of the source element of the given mapping 

- $Input#X means Xth source element of the mapping 

- DestinationElement means destination element in the destination XML Schema 

6.1.5.1. Identity 

Identity has only one source element. One instance of destination element is created for each instance 

of source element. It evaluates destination element’s children recursively. 

<xsl:for-each select="$Input#0"> 
  (DestinationElement) 
</xsl:for-each> 

It selects the source element relatively to the current context and it creates destination elements. 

(DestinationElement) means there is being written the destination element and recursively evaluates the 

children elements. 

6.1.5.2. Sorted 

<xsl:for-each select="$Input#0"> 
  <xsl:sort select="$Input#1" /> 
  (DestinationElement) 
</xsl:for-each> 

It sorts instances of the source elements, creates the destination element and recursively evaluates the 

children. 

6.1.5.3. Condition 

<xsl:for-each select="$Input#0"> 
  <xsl:if test="$Input#1"> 

                                                           
1
 LAMP -  is an acronym for a solution stack of free, open source software, originally coined from the first letters of 

Linux (operating system), Apache HTTP Server, MySQL (database software) and Perl/PHP/Python, principal 
components to build a viable general purpose web server 
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    (DestinationElement) 
  </xsl:if> 
</xsl:for-each> 

It selects only instances of source element that meet condition expressed by the second element. It 

creates the destination element and recursively evaluates the children. 

6.1.5.4. Sequence 

FOR I IN $Inputs 
  <xsl:for-each select="$I"> 
    (DestinationElement) 
  </xsl:for-each> 

It selects all instances of the source elements, creates the destination elements and recursively evaluates 

its value. 

6.1.5.5. Copy-of 

FOR I IN $Inputs 
  <xsl:for-each select="$I">  
    <DestinationElement> 
      <xsl:copy-of select="." /> 
    </DestinationElement> 
  </xsl:for-each> 

It selects all instances of the source elements, creates the destination elements and copies the source 

element instance as the value. 

6.1.5.6. Value-of 

FOR I IN $Inputs 
  <xsl:for-each select="$I"> 
    <DestinationElement> 
      <xsl:value-of select="." /> 
    </DestinationElement> 
  </xsl:for-each> 

It selects all instances of the source elements, creates the destination elements and copies the source 

element instance as the value. 

6.1.5.7. Concatenation 

FOR I IN $Inputs 
  <xsl:value-of select="$I" /> 

It selects all instances of the source elements and returns concatenation of their values. 

6.1.5.8. Longer 

<xsl:choose> 
  <xsl:when test="string-length($Input#0) &gt; string-length($Input$1)"> 
    <xsl:value-of select="$Input#0" /> 
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  </xsl:when> 
  <xsl:otherwise> 
    <xsl:value-of select="$Input#1" /> 
  </xsl:otherwise> 
</xsl:choose> 

It returns longer of the source elements. Longer means, that the string value is longer. 

6.1.5.9. XPath 

<xsl:value-of select="$Expression($Inputs)" /> 

This transformation is useful for complicated value-based transformations. It takes all source elements 

and as arguments evaluates and XPath expression. 

The following example takes two source elements and computes the sum of their values. 

<xsl:value-of select="#0 + #1" /> 

The source elements are identified by their order (zero-based index) and referenced by regular 

expression (#[0-9]+) inside the XPath query. 

6.1.5.10. Apply-Templates 

FOR I IN $Inputs 
  <xsl:apply-templates select="$I"/> 

Apply-templates expression means that there should be evaluated templates matching selected 

expression. It can be used for processing of the hierarchical schemas. 

6.1.5.11. Group-By 

<xsl:for-each-group select="$Input#0" group-by="$Input#1"> 

For-each-group is new feature in XSLT 2.0 for element grouping. For example, you can have list of files 

and want to group files by file-type, then select all files and group by the element specifying file-type. 

6.2. XML Integrator 

Data model for the XML Mapping has been described in the previous chapters. However, it-self does not 

have any support for editing even collaborative design. Because of the tool is based on Google Wave 

technologies, this decision has some consequences on it. 

There is only one remarkable implementation detail in data model. Because of space saving, all elements 

have their own ID. Therefore all elements can be easily found inside the data model and there are no 

parsing problems too. But this requirement complicated recursive structures. The impacts and solution 

will be discussed in the conclusion part. 
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As it was mentioned, the tool is Google Wave Gadget; the state of the tool must be stored inside the key-

value map. Furthermore, both the key and value is string and size of this Map must be less than 100KiB. 

This reduces what all can be stored inside. 

Fortunately, Google Wave supports Robots and remote procedure call to a web service. This enables to 

have the state stored at Robot’s storage and whenever it changes, the state is being downloaded from 

the Robot to the Gadget. 

6.2.1. Edit Processing 

When user creates new edit, the Robot is contacted via RPC. New edit ID is obtained and the edit is being 

merged to model state inside the Robot’s storage. When the ID is returned, the edit is serialized and 

submitted to Gadget state. 

Whenever the Gadget state is changed, the merge process also runs inside Gadget. Only edits with ID 

higher than model last edit ID are processed. 

This way of edit processing guaranties that all edits are processed in right order, respectively in order of 

users edit action invocations. 

The set of edits follows. 

6.2.1.1. Abstract Edit 

- Name 

 Identifies the edit 

- ID 

 Defines the order of edits, it is the ordered number of the edit. 

- Author 

 Participant name that creates the edit 

- Created 

 Timestamp of the edit 

- Context  ID 

 ID of context inside which the edit originates 

6.2.1.2. Add Mapping 

- ElementMapping ID 

 The ID of the new mapping 

- Source Element ID 
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 The ID of the source element, it can be NodeElement or Attribute in source XSD file, or 

another ElementMapping. 

- Destination Element ID 

 The ID of the destination element. Despite of source element, the destination element 

must be in destination XSD file, or another ElementMapping. 

- Transformation 

 The name of the transformation. 

- Location 

 The location of the ElementMapping inside designer. 

6.2.1.3. Remove Mapping 

- ElementMapping ID 

 The ID of the ElementMapping that is supposed to be removed 

6.2.1.4. Add Connection  

- Source Element ID 

 The source element ID 

- Destination Element ID 

 The destination element ID 

- Destination Index 

 The index in source list. It has sense only if, the destination element is ElementMapping. 

Destination or source element must be ElementMapping. Otherwise must be used Add Mapping edit. It 

would not be clear what Transformation would be used and where should be the mapping placed. 

6.2.1.5. Remove Connection  

- Source Element ID 

 The source element ID 

- Destination Element ID 

 The destination element ID 

- Destination Index 

 The index in source list. It has sense only if, the destination element is ElementMapping.  

Destination or source element must be ElementMapping. Otherwise must be used Remove Mapping 

edit.  
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6.2.1.6. Mapping Transformation Edit 

- ElementMapping ID 

 The id of the ElementMapping that is supposed to edit 

- Transformation 

 Name of the transformation, that user wants to use 

- MaxInputs 

 Maximal source elements that can be connected with the ElementMapping. It can be set 

only, when that support the Transformation 

- XPath 

 The XPath expression that will be use during evaluation. It can be set only, when that 

support the Transformation 

- Apply-Templates 

 Almost everywhere is possible to say whether to evaluate templates. 

6.2.1.7. Mapping Move 

- ElementMapping ID  

 The id of the ElementMapping that is supposed to edit 

- Point 

 New location of the element inside the designer 

6.2.1.8. Add Context 

- Source Node Element ID 

 Node Element in the source structure 

- Destination Node Element ID 

 Node Element in the destination structure 

- Context ID 

 The ID of the new context 

6.2.1.9. Remove Context 

- Context ID 

 The ID of the context that user wants to remove 

6.2.2. Edit Merging 

XML Integrator gadget is built on the GWT. Google Widget Toolkit [1], it is framework that allows 

programmer to write the executive code in Java, and then the code is being compiled into JavaScript. The 
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generated JavaScript is pretty well optimized and compressed, respectively obfuscated. Therefore GWT 

allows use the same code inside HTML pages (Gadget) and on server (Robot). It is not so simple, but 

basically this is the greatest benefit and purpose. There are also other benefits, like single request 

application loading, low resource usage, per-browser scripting, mixing the Java and JavaScript code… On 

the other hand, not all Java libraries can be used, because only some subset of Java is being 

implemented in GWT. That is because some features cannot be even done inside JavaScript – for 

example multithreading or weak references... 

The Robot and Gadget can share same merging logic. And they actually do. It would not be necessary, 

but after each edit, gadget would download the model from the server. On the other hand, the gadget 

has to download the whole state from server, because the size of Gadget state is restricted to 100KiB. 

So, initially the Gadget downloads some state of Model. It is represented by Model structure: 

- Model ID 

- Version 

- Last Edit ID 

- Source schema 

- Destination schema 

- List of ElementMappings 

- List of Contexts 

The first three properties are stored inside the Gadget state. Whenever they change, new Model 

structure downloads from the State server storage. 

After that, the pending edits from Gadget state are merged into the Gadget Model instance. Pending 

edits means, the edits having ID higher than Last Edit ID. The merge process takes the set of pending 

edits, sorts them by ID and one per one it merges. 

The merge is driven by rules described in chapter 6.2.1. 

6.2.3. Private State 

The private state of the Gadget allows saving user preferences during wave lifecycle. XML Integrator 

Gadget uses this feature for saving state of expanded nodes in schema trees, display state of mappings, 

position of the canvas and current context. 

6.2.4. Communication Protocol Schema 

There are three types of actions – model edit, model state change, private model state change. 
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6.2.4.1. Model Edit 

 

Figure 6-2 Model edit communication overview 

The figure above shows how the edit is being processed. Firstly, User A wants to somehow edit the 

mappings. Then the edit is sent to the State Server (I), it merges it into the Model State (II). Then returns 

the edit’s ID (III), respectively the new ElementMapping ID (when user creates new mapping) or new 

Context ID (when new context). 

XML Integrator Gadget puts the returned edit into the Gadget state after that (IV). This invokes 

communication with Gadget state server (Google Wave server), which sent new Gadget State to all 

participants (V). When XML Integrator Gadget receives new state, the merge is being processed. This is 

the final step of the edit processing. 

When the user starts the edit, the Model Edit processed is postponed until the user finishes or cancels 

the edit. It is because of the limitation of DOM, which would be difficult to update. After all gadget state 

changes, whole editor is being reloaded. There could be optimizations like the trees could be reloaded 

only when new data model is downloaded, same as the merge process could be tied to the editor.  

6.2.4.2. Model State Change 

There are three states: 

- Choose XSD files 

User A 

User B 

User C 
State Server 

and 
Wave Robot 

Database 

Gadget State 

I 

III 

IV 

V 

II 
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 Participants add XSD files as attachments and choose the source schema and the 

destination schema. Then the state is turned to the following state. 

- Load data model from XSD files 

 During this state, the State server downloads source and destination schema files from 

the wave, loads them and create instance of Data model. The set of the mappings is 

blank. Then the state is turned to following state. 

- Mappings editing 

 This is the main part state. Participants can modify the set of mappings and export the 

XSLT or apply it to an XML file. 

- Export XSLT 

- Apply XSLT to an XML file 

6.2.4.3. Private Model State Change 

Because of good user experience, the gadget private state is being used too. XML Integrator Gadget 

stores the state of the schema trees, mapping display state and canvas position and size there. 

The state of the tree is actually set of Element IDs, that nodes are expanded. Default state is all nodes are 

collapsed. 

Similarly for the mapping display state, in the private state, there is stored the set of expanded 

mappings. 

Finally, the canvas stores the position of the left top corner relatively to XML Integrator Gadget. 

After each change of the private state, all values are reloaded. 

6.2.5. Version Control 

The XML Integrator supports the version control of the XML Mapping. User can decide that he wants to 

save the current state of the mapping and have ability to go back to this state in the future. 

The version corresponds to the state of mapping. User can also title the given version. User can list the 

versions and view the older versions. Only one (the last) version is active (editable).  
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7. Testing 

This chapter tries to illustrate the usability of the developed tool and measure the performance of the 

tool. 

7.1. Illustrative example 

I have proposed two similar data schemas for the testing purposes. Their origin is in my current job 

where the company solves the design of data outputs of the statistical data. The company works for 

Czech Statistical Office and the developed application allows select the data and show them to the user 

as a table, graph or map (it creates so-called Output Object). 

Internally there are two schemas, one is for the editing and the second one is for presentation. The first 

is more complicated and the second one is optimized for fast construction of the SQL queries loading 

data from the data store. 

 

Figure 7-1 Schemas 

The figure shows the source and the destination schema. The data are described using hierarchical 

structure of “vymezeni” elements. These elements describe the indicators of the data. For the 

demonstration purpose only two indicators are used – “uzemi” and “cas”. The structure can describe 

following graph for example. There are five columns for each continent (element “uzemi”) and one year 

interval (element “cas”). The other (omitted) indicators would describe we want to select population size 

from the last people counting. 
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The other element “datovesady” represents ability for select subset of described data. The designer of 

the output object can define that some rows of the table can be used for a graph or a map. The 

“datovesady” can contain the leaves of the “vymezeni” structure. The leaves represent the description of 

the graph or the map. 

The destination schema contains a simpler model containing flat structure of the data description. This 

simpler data structure contains the composed description of the indicators. The indicators are merged 

from root element to the leaf elements. Futhermore, “datovesady” in the destination schema mustn’t 

contain the references to the “vymezeni” elements but it must have its copied value of the “vymezeni” 

elements (because of some optimizations). 

For example the author can define on root element “uzemi” containing definition of one continent for 

the whole table. This will be merged to the all leaves. But the value can be overridden on the root ->leaf 

path. The closest value to the leaves wins. 

The XML Mapping of such structure must solve few problems – create elements “vymezeni” only for 

leaves, merge value from parents elements to children when the children don’t define the value, and 

finally compute the definition for the “datovesady” elements. 

The final XSLT would look like: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<xsl:transform version="2.0" 
     xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform" 
     xmlns:Vystup="http://www.meluzin.com/Vystup" 
     xmlns:Vymezeni="http://www.meluzin.com/Vymezeni" 
     exclude-result-prefixes="Vymezeni"> 
  <xsl:output method="xml" indent="yes" /> 
  <xsl:template match="/"> 
    <xsl:for-each select="./Vymezeni:Data"> 
      <Vystup:vystup> 
        <xsl:apply-templates select="./Vymezeni:vymezeni"/> 
        <xsl:for-each select="./Vymezeni:datovesady"> 
          <Vystup:datovasada> 
            <xsl:for-each select="./Vymezeni:poradi"> 
              <Vystup:poradi> 
                <xsl:value-of select="." /> 
              </Vystup:poradi> 
            </xsl:for-each> 
            <xsl:apply-templates select="//Vymezeni:vymezeni[@id = 

current()/Vymezeni:vymezeni]"/> 
          </Vystup:datovasada> 
        </xsl:for-each> 
      </Vystup:vystup> 
    </xsl:for-each> 
  </xsl:template> 
  <xsl:template match="Vymezeni:vymezeni"> 
    <xsl:for-each select="."> 
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      <xsl:if test="not(./Vymezeni:vymezeni) = 'true'"> 
        <Vystup:vymezeni> 
          <xsl:apply-templates select="./Vymezeni:uzemi"/> 
          <xsl:apply-templates select="./Vymezeni:cas"/> 
        </Vystup:vymezeni> 
      </xsl:if> 
    </xsl:for-each> 
    <xsl:apply-templates select="./Vymezeni:vymezeni"/> 
  </xsl:template> 
  <xsl:template match="Vymezeni:uzemi"> 
    <Vystup:uzemi> 
      <xsl:value-of select="concat((.././ancestor-or-

self::node()/Vymezeni:uzemi/Vymezeni:hodnota/Vymezeni:ciselnik)[last()],'|',(.././an
cestor-or-self::node()/Vymezeni:uzemi/Vymezeni:hodnota/Vymezeni:hodnota)[last()])" 
/> 

    </Vystup:uzemi> 
  </xsl:template> 
  <xsl:template match="Vymezeni:cas"> 
    <Vystup:cas> 
      <xsl:value-of select="concat((.././ancestor-or-

self::node()/Vymezeni:cas/Vymezeni:hodnota/Vymezeni:hodnota[../Vymezeni:jednotka='Ro
k'])[last()] ,'.',(.././ancestor-or-
self::node()/Vymezeni:cas/Vymezeni:hodnota/Vymezeni:hodnota[../Vymezeni:jednotka='Me
sic'])[last()] ,'.',(.././ancestor-or-
self::node()/Vymezeni:cas/Vymezeni:hodnota/Vymezeni:hodnota[../Vymezeni:jednotka='De
n'])[last()] )" /> 

    </Vystup:cas> 
  </xsl:template> 
</xsl:transform> 

It uses four contexts that allows achieve all the goals. The merge of parent value to the child value is 

solved by using complex XPath query: 

(ancestor-or-self::node()/Vymezeni:uzemi/Vymezeni:hodnota/Vymezeni:ciselnik)[last()] 

It takes current “vymezeni” and finds the closest definition of the “ciselnik” element. 

The contexts “Vymezeni:uzemi” and “Vymezeni:cas” are used for “Vystup:vymezeni” and also for 

“Vystup:datovesada/Vystup:vymezeni” elements. The “xsl:apply-templates” allows the reuse of the 

contexts. 

The following figures illustrate the XML Mapping inside the XML Integrator. It starts with the root 

context that maps the base elements “Data”, “vymezeni” and “datovesady”. It uses “Apply-Templates” 

for switches to the particular contexts. 
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The next figure shows how the “vymezeni” is mapped. The mapping uses the “Condition” transformation 

for the mapping only the leaves and recursive call of itself. Finally it contains the call for mapping of the 

“uzemi” and “cas” elements. 

 

The mapping of the “uzemi” elements follows. It uses XPath transformation for merging of the value 

from the parent to the child elements. 
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The mapping of the “cas” elements is designed similarly. It composes the final value as the concatenation 

of the particular items.  

 

The illustrative solution shows that not only the trivial mapping can be designed using the developed 

tool. 

7.2. Performance 

The performance has been tested using the RPC calls to the State Server. 

The RPC call from the Wave Gadget to the State Server goes through the Google Wave servers. Actually, 

the Google Wave server is proxy server for the RPC/web service call to the other servers. 
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Calls/Test 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Average 

1 212 233 486 332 215 216 220 320 200 251 268,5 

2 269 386 252 1126 2476 937 520 1062 353 1209 859,0 

5 1147 1554 256 795 1109 456 797 347 335 272 706,8 

10 6514 1236 6234 436 1547 6773 1234 1106 2986 763 2882,9 

20 4390 962 1250 3332 1907 1275 1528 706 2287 459 1809,6 

50 12956 1900 3835 4198 10686 1388 935 1069 1138 1634 3973,9 

The table shows time durations (in milliseconds) of pinging the State Server from the Wave Gadget. 

There were ten repeats for each amount of pings. The pings run asynchronously. The time has been 

measured since the first ping till the last response of a ping. 

The ping processing on the Server State takes 30 milliseconds usually.  Thus the Wave Server proxy and 

internet latency takes about 268,5 – 30 = 238,5 milliseconds. 

It can be also stated that there is big variance of the duration of particular call. This causes some load 

balancer on the communication way probably. 

The following table shows time durations of calling the State Server and operation merge. One request 

means: 

- Send an Operation to the State Server 

- The State Server loads the given Model from AppEngine’s data storage 

- The State Server invokes the Merge algorithm 

- The State Server saves update Model back into the AppEngine’s data storage 

- The State Server sends back update Operation 

Calls/Test 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Average 

1 350 361 468 338 347 382 325 432 329 417 374,9 

2 380 537 436 391 360 455 466 390 475 358 424,8 

5 809 791 819 817 801 2595 785 676 732 703 952,8 

10 1837 1158 793 910 1896 967 990 977 907 957 1139,2 

20 1958 1273 2489 Failed 3080 2546 6175 1348 Failed Failed 1886,9 

50 6276 4186 6729 4949 4329 Failed 6026 5288 Failed 7756 4553,9 

The times are little bit higher compare to the simple pings. The delays are caused by the transactions and 

the data storage itself. Furthermore, the requests sometime fail. It fails because of the transaction fails. 

The transaction throws “javax.jdo.JDODataStoreException Transaction rolled back due to failure during 

commit” during the commit, it happens when two clients want to update same object. The solution is to 

restart the transaction. 
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The transactions rollbacks occur only when too many requests. As the table shows, the rollbacks occur 

only with more than 10 requests sent in one second. That will not be the case during the Mapping 

designing. Usually there will only few requests per seconds – there would be too many users or the users 

would be too active. Anyway, the transactions would be restarted so only disadvantage would be the 

slowing down of the GUI responsiveness. 
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8. Conclusion 

The aim of this thesis has been to develop and implement a tool that supports collaborative design of 

XML mapping. The developed tool – XML Integrator – supports both goals, the support for collaborative 

interaction of the participants inside the Google Wave and also the design of the XML mapping. 

The thesis also brings the related works study. It evaluates few current algorithms for collaborative 

support and two main commerce applications for the XML Mapping design. The feasibility of the 

algorithms has been discussed, that includes an exploration of the features and user comfort during the 

collaboration. 

The formal model of the tool has been proposed. It introduces the specification of the data model for the 

XML Mapping, the operations that can edit the model and finally the algorithm for the collaborative 

support. The formal model allows easier implementation inside other platform than the Google Wave is. 

But there are some limitations. The XML structure cannot be recursive, only three levels are loaded. 

There is no support for calling templates with parameters. The GUI lags after operation is performed 

(during communication with state server). There could be plugin for an automatic mapping creation 

based on structure/element names.  

All limitations/extensions will be discussed. 

8.1.  Recursive Structure 

The reason why the XML Integrator does not fully support recursive schemas is that all elements in the 

schema have to have their ID and the load process of the schema must finish at final time. Therefore, 

there is a limitation to three levels of recursion. 

The solution for this limitation could be, when a participant wants to expand recursive element, the 

State server is contacted and all elements inside the next level of the recursion are numbered with IDs. 

This solution would have worse user experience, but could be solved using some loading animation. 

8.2. GUI Lags 

When a user performs an operation, the state server must be contacted. The user does not see any 

result of the operation during this communication until the communication finishes.  
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This behavior could be solved by two different approaches: 

- The operation will be inserted into the gadget state with a fake ID – for example timestamp 

 All users will see coming operation immediately 

- Only author would see the operation until the communication finishes 

 After the operation receives its new ID from the state server, it would be merged into 

gadget state as usual and the temporary operation would be removed 

8.3. Automatic Mapping Generation 

There are applications [9] that try finding similarity in the source and destination schemas and offering 

user the proposal of mappings. It could be used as the default mapping immediately after user inserts 

the schemas. 

8.4. User Experience 

The user experience using current web browsers is not quite satisfying with current Google Wave 

implementation and HTML5 implementation. The browsers are not able to support huge DOM trees with 

complex CSS [26] rules. That results in unresponsiveness and bad feeling about the application. This can 

be also the reason why the Google Wave is not broadly used by the users. 
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Appendix 

XMLIntegrator 

Google Chrome is the only one supported web browsers. Mozilla Firefox has problems with Google Wave 

Gadget state. Google Wave fixed Google Wave for Mozilla Firefox during the spring, but currently, it does 

not work again. Safari has not been almost tested, others browsers does not work because of limitation 

of Google Wave. The Robot’s address is meluzin-diplomka@appspot.com. The Robot adds the gadget 

automatically, when a wave is created using it. 

URL of the gadget is: 

https://meluzin-diplomka.appspot.com/xmlintegrator/XMLIntegratorGadget.gadget.xml 

User Manual 

The user manual describes the usage of the tool using the screenshot. It can be found on the attached 

CD. 

Directory /Manual 

Source codes 

The application has been developed using Eclipse (http://www.eclipse.org/), source codes are on the 

attached CD or in SVN http://code.google.com/p/meluzin-diplomka/source/checkout. 

Directory /XMLIntegrator 

Example Schemas 

The examples mentioned in chapters 4.1.1 and 7.1 are on the attached CD.  

Directory /Examples 

Used libraries 

gwt-gadgets http://code.google.com/p/gwt-google-apis/wiki/GadgetsGettingStarted 

- Wrapper for Google Gadgets for GWT 

gwt-dnd http://code.google.com/p/gwt-dnd/ 

mailto:meluzin-diplomka@appspot.com
https://meluzin-diplomka.appspot.com/xmlintegrator/XMLIntegratorGadget.gadget.xml
http://www.eclipse.org/
http://code.google.com/p/meluzin-diplomka/source/checkout
http://code.google.com/p/gwt-google-apis/wiki/GadgetsGettingStarted
http://code.google.com/p/gwt-dnd/
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- Drag&Drop support for GWT components 

cobogwave http://code.google.com/p/cobogwave/ 

- Wrapper for Google Wave State for GWT 

wave-api http://code.google.com/intl/cs-CZ/apis/wave/guide.html 

- Java API library for Google Wave Robot 

xalan-xslt http://xml.apache.org/xalan-j/ 

- Java XSLT library for applying XSLT on XML files 

Directory /Libraries 

 

http://code.google.com/p/cobogwave/
http://code.google.com/intl/cs-CZ/apis/wave/guide.html
http://xml.apache.org/xalan-j/

